ANDY BAYLOCK OPEN

DATE: FRIDAY, JUNE 5, 2020
TIME: 11:00 a.m. SHOTGUN START
LOCATION: LAKE OF ISLES, NORTH STONINGTON, CT
COST: $185.00 - INCLUDES ALL GOLF FEES, LUNCH, DINNER, AND A GIFT

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE!
* IMPORTANT TAX DEDUCTIBILITY INFORMATION ON NEXT PAGE*

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS (INCLUDES FOURSOME, HOLE SIGN, AND SPECIAL GIFT):

TITLE SPONSOR: $10,000
TEE PRIZE SPONSOR: $5,000
DINNER SPONSOR: $4,000
LUNCH SPONSOR: $3,000
HUSKY SPONSOR: $2,500
BAR SPONSOR: $2,000
CART SPONSOR: $1,000
BEVERAGE CART SPONSOR: $1,000

IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND, PLEASE SPONSOR A HOLE FOR $200.00

QUESTIONS? CONTACT US!
DOM GODI - DOMINIC.GODI@UCONN.EDU
KAREN GIGLIOTTI - KAREN.GIGLIOTTI@UCONN.EDU
LEAH ZAVALICK - LEAH.ZAVALICK@UCONN.EDU
PHONE - 860.486.2725

FOLLOW @UCONNFOOTBALL
VISIT S.UCONN.EDU/BAYLOCK FOR MORE INFO